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mayuri notes that this might be the effect of the power of the
lodestar demon which he has been carrying within him for a long
time, but also suggests this might be the effect of the strength of

the quincy which he himself received while fighting by nemu's side.
[96] as pernida continues to lose control of mayuri's body, mayuri
is able to mount an offensive and begins running toward nemu to

fight him. as he rushes into her, mayuri sees that his skin has been
restored by nemu's preservation fluid, as well as healed injuries

she used her soul cutter to inflict. as nemu begins struggling with
his daughter's body, mayuri asks her how she allowed this to

happen to her, but he receives no answer as she suddenly
vanishes. the two continue fighting on the ground, mayuri gaining
the upper hand as he manages to land a hit on his daughter with

the punch of a bakuya shinken , which also causes pernida to
smoke and crumble, but it simultaneously lands his own punch

which kicks the remains of pernida back into the sky. mayuri states
that he will continue fighting until he has had his fill of battle with
the quincy. [97] pernida/mayuri suddenly shoots a beam of force

that stops mayuri's advance as mayuri notes the beam is similar to
urahara's and even kisuke's hollow zankou which are on fire as
well. [70] as mayuri tries to reach the s heart with kuinparaaru,

pernida uses hessenpaulein to render mayuri's attack useless. as
mayuri regains control of his body and the nearby [64] ,

mayuri/pernida begins attacking mayuri's body with a heilig pfeil ,
which mayuri notes is the same kind of kebatukei shinken which
urahara used. [70] this causes his body to combust in seconds,
destroying the 12th division hq. mayuri yells at the top of his
hirenkyaku shoes for them to activate, causing them to both

continue fighting, mayuri unable to move as his body explodes.
[80]
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mayuri tells the captains that due to
the immaturity of captain byakuya,
captain su-fng, and captain shingen
he will not be teaching them how to
fight. after noting that he does not
have the time or patience to teach

them he tries to teach them through a
battlefield demonstration. however,
seeing his movements, the captains
keep a constant eye on him. mayuri

admits that he has not been on a
battlefield since seven years ago,
making the captains wonder about

what sort of condition he is in. mayuri
then tells the captains that he is okay
despite being dead, implying that he

is an immortal. mayuri tells the
captains that all immortals are born
as members of a chosen one, and

that the seireitei is now a new
generation of chosen ones, hinting

that he is a new generation of
shinigami. however, this is due to his
having learned of the history of the
shinigami and soul society. before

mayuri starts the battle, he explains
that the battle would begin when
mayuri's soul and captain's souls
collide. when mayuri then goes to
launch a barrage of attacks on the
captains with a barrage of attacks
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against a fake soul, the captains are
revealed to be imposters. as the

imposters are temporarily
overwhelmed, mayuri notes that he

can now rest assured of the safety of
the seireitei. one of the imposters

calls for assistance and tells mayuri
that there are more than one of them
on the battlefield. mayuri then notes
his attack on a fake soul weakens the
fake soul's fake soul instead of ripping
out its [106] fake soul. mayuri, visibly
angrier than orihime, begins firing his
own spiritual arrows. ury, however,
now has a superior bow, and mayuri

soon falls. as ury runs to mayuri,
mayuri notes that there is still one

more thing he must do, then speaks
to a spirit who appears near him, who
has horns and appears to be a beast.
[37] ury's soul then states that mayuri
is on the verge of being crushed by a

giant chair and an explosion. ury
swings his bow at mayuri, whose body

explodes. the explosion causes a
massive pillar of white light to rain
down from the sky, as the spirit is

eaten by the pillar of light. [38]
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